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Working Strategies
Did your job-search effort stall in 2009? Amy
Lindgren says it’s time to pull out all the stops. 
Page 2D

On the Money 
Gail MarksJarvis reviews two of the worst bear
markets in history, both in the past decade.
Page 3D

Successful Investing
Andrew Leckey still likes global markets, but he
notes a dismal year often follows a great one.
Page 3D

> Inside That Christmas Eve reprieve for Fannie and Freddie will cost U.S. taxpayers still more. Page 6D

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Beautiful Ama
After she developed a
serious skin infection in
Nepal, Sarah Sawyer said
she came to realize that
traditional herbal
treatments there had
saved her life. Now, she
uses such treatments on
others. Page 5D
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Clients at Beautiful Ama
get acupuncture for 
various health issues. 

Real World Economics

2010 bound to be significant to economy

First, distinguish between
the real economy and the
money economy. Money is

only a means to an end, not an
end in itself. We don’t eat
money, wear it, live in it, drive

it or use it to cure disease.
Food, clothing, housing, trans-
portation and medical treat-
ments are far more important
than money.

Money is, however, an impor-
tant human invention to facili-
tate the production and distri-
bution of goods to fill these
real needs and wants. So we

cannot ignore money, but it is
important to distinguish
between indicators of the real
economy like employment
numbers and real output of
goods versus measures of the
money economy like the prices
of stocks, bonds and real estate
or exchange rates.

Both tell us something about
the overall economy, but there
is a danger in focusing too
much on the money economy
and letting that blind us to the
real economy.

That happened last year as
the sharp resurgence of the

stock market, after bottoming
in March, led some to believe
that happy days would soon be
here again.

Yes, there were some real-
economy “green shoots” in the
past six months as growth of
unemployment, measured
narrowly or broadly, slowed.
Real output of goods and serv-
ices grew slightly even though
it remains below 2007 levels.
Automakers had a third-quar-
ter spurt. Consumers did buy
slightly more goods and serv-

This year will be important in U.S. economic history

even though we don’t yet know why. It will be so simply

because the events that occurred between June and the

present were momentous ones stemming from funda-

mental forces that are far from being played out. Uncer-

tainty dominates the situation right now and probably

will continue to do so throughout the year. While no one

knows what will happen, here are some pointers to help

understand events as the year unfolds.

Edward 
Lotterman

By Tom Webb
twebb@pioneerpress.com

At the end of World War

II, an elite group of Navy

code breakers created a

company whose top-secret

work helped to launch the

world’s computer industry.

It wasn’t based in Silicon

Valley. It was based in 

St. Paul.

The company was called
Engineering Research Associ-
ates, and few people knew its
secrets. Most still don’t. Yet in
the 1940s and early 1950s, its
group of brainy engineers
was quietly making history —
and forging a path that turned
the Twin Cities into a high-
tech power for decades.

“You can say quite confi-
dently that the computer
industry has its roots in two
places in the world, Philadel-
phia and here,” said Thomas
Misa, director of the Charles
Babbage Institute, dedicated
to the history of computing
and housed at the University
of Minnesota.

The ERA name lasted only a
decade before it was absorbed
by other companies. But its
pioneering work would put
Minnesota at the lead of the
postwar era’s most far-reach-
ing technology. Most of Min-
nesota’s famed computer
names — UNIVAC, Control
Data, Cray Research and
scores more — can trace their
roots to that original ERA site
at the corner of Prior and Min-

nehaha avenues.
“It’s the seed from which an

industry grows,” Misa said.
“It’s not only the ERA compa-
ny but spinoffs of the ERA
company that were founded
by ERA veterans, including
Control Data. And Control
Data led to 45 more spinoffs,
the most famous of which was
Cray Research.”

The fruits of that revolution
amaze the ERA pioneers.

“None of us had any idea

that computers would eventu-
ally evolve into an everyday
item,” said Don Weidenbach,
who joined ERA in 1946. “To
us, a computer was a huge
machine that cost a million
dollars or more, and the only
people who could afford them
were universities or the gov-
ernment.”

There’s a secondary story,
as well, in what did not hap-
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COURTESY: LOCKHEED MARTIN TACTICAL SYSTEMS

The original site of Engineering Research Associates
was at 1902 Minnehaha Ave. in St. Paul. The ERA name
was quickly absorbed by other companies. 

COURTESY: LOCKHEED MARTIN TACTICAL SYSTEMS

This 1985 aerial photograph shows what had become the sprawling UNIVAC plant in St. Paul. At one point, UNIVAC had
13,000 employees in the Twin Cities. 

The almost Silicon Valley

PIONEER PRESS  FILE PHOTO

In 1955, ERA founder and eventual Control Data CEO Bill Norris broke ground for the
Remington Rand UNIVAC plant on Shepard Road in St. Paul. 

COURTESY: LOCKHEED MARTIN TACTICAL SYSTEMS

The early computers contained thousands of vacuum
tubes, precursors to the transistor. Keeping the machines
cool proved a challenge for ERA engineers.

REMEMBERING: HOW THE NEXT BIG THING TOOK SHAPE IN ST. PAUL

After World War II, St. Paul was 
one of two incubator sites for the
computer industry — but missed 
out on later explosive growth.

ALMOST SILICON VALLEY, 4D >

EDWARD LOTTERMAN, 4D >
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COURTESY: CHARLES BABBAGE INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

In 1947, ERA engineers developed the magnetic storage drum, the forerunner of today’s computer hard drives. They were
top-secret in 1947, but ERA later sold them commercially. 

COURTESY: LOCKHEED MARTIN TACTICAL SYSTEMS

Engineer Earl Joseph programs the breakthrough ERA 1101
computer, the Navy-sanctioned version of the Atlas. None
were sold; businesses didn’t see the point. 

Score Small Business
Counseling. Bring your small
business idea or problem for help
from a Score counselor. No
reservations are required. 10
a.m.-1:30 p.m. Wednesday and
Feb. 3, East Lake Library, 2727 E.
Lake St., Minneapolis. 952-847-
8425. Also offered 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Thursday and Feb. 4, Eden Prairie
Library, 565 Prairie Center Drive.
952-847-5375.

Job Search Over 40. A
workshop for mature workers. 1-3
p.m. Wednesday, Oxboro Library,
8801 Portland Ave. S.,
Bloomington. 952-847-5775.
Register at 952-847-5775.

Free One-on-One Job Search
Assistance. No appointments
required. Free and open to all. 2-4
p.m. Wednesdays in January,
Central Library, fourth floor, 90
W. Fourth St., St. Paul. For

information, call 651-266-7000,
Ext. 5 or visit sppl.org.

15-Minute One-to-One Career
Consultation. A job counselor
from Hired will provide tips on
job-search skills. 2-4 p.m.
Wednesday and Feb. 17,
Southdale Library, 7001 York
Ave. S., Edina. 952-847-5900.

Advanced Resumes. 8:30 a.m.-
12:30 p.m. Thursday, Minnesota
WorkForce Center, 752
Canterbury Road S., Shakopee.
952-403-7990.

MinnesotaWorks Resume and
Job Match. 9-10:30 a.m.
Thursday, St. Paul WorkForce
Center, 540 N. Fairview Ave., St.
Paul. 651-642-0363.

Networking Job Club. 1-3 p.m.
Thursday, St. Paul WorkForce
Center, 540 N. Fairview Ave., St.
Paul. 651-642-0363.

Hired Job Counseling —
Dislocated Worker Program. A
drop-in career assessment and
counseling service for those who
need help restarting their careers.
2-4 p.m. Thursdays, Jan. 7 and
21 and Feb. 4 and 18, Hennepin
County Brookdale Library, 6125
Shingle Creek Parkway, Brooklyn

Center. Free. 952-847-5600.
hclib.org

Microsoft PowerPoint:
Multimedia Tips. Registration
required. 4-6 p.m. Thursday,
Brookdale Library, 6125 Shingle
Creek Parkway, Brooklyn Center.
Free. 952-847-5600. hclib.org

Computer Class in Hmong.
Learn the basics about
computers. 4-6 p.m. Thursdays,
Jan. 7-Feb. 25, Hennepin County
North Regional Library, 1315
Lowry Ave. N., Minneapolis. Call
Chaleng, 952-847-5641, for
information.

Business Tools for
Entrepreneurs. Learn about
online resources. Registration
required. 6-7 p.m. Thursday,
Hennepin County North Regional
Library, 1315 Lowry Ave. N.,
Minneapolis. 952-847-8450.
Also offered 7-8 p.m., Jan. 11,
Eden Prairie Library, 565 Prairie
Center Drive, Eden Prairie. Free.
Register at 952-847-5375.

Social Networking: Basics. 6-8
p.m. Thursday, Hennepin County
Franklin Library, 1314 E. Franklin
Ave., Minneapolis. Register at
952-847-2925.

Microsoft Word: Formatting
Tips for Resume Writers.
Registration required. 4-6 p.m.
Friday, Hennepin County Central
Library, 300 Nicollet Mall,
Minneapolis. 612-630-6000.
Also offered 10 a.m.-noon
Saturday, Brookdale Library, 6125
Shingle Creek Parkway, Brooklyn
Center. Free. 952-847-5600.
hclib.org

Computer Class in Spanish. 4-6
p.m. Friday, Hennepin County
Central Library, 300 Nicollet Mall,
Minneapolis. Also offered 10
a.m.-noon Saturdays, Jan. 9-Feb.
27, Hosmer Library, 347 E. 36th
St., Minneapolis. Call Marcela,
952-847-5648, for information.

Searching and Applying for
Jobs Online. 9 a.m.-noon
Saturday, Hennepin County
Franklin Library, 1314 E. Franklin
Ave., Minneapolis. Register at
952-847-2925.

Basic Computer Skills. 9 a.m.
Saturday, St. Paul WorkForce
Center, 540 N. Fairview Ave., St.
Paul. 651-642-0363.

Choosing the Right Form of
Business Ownership.
Understand the business, legal

and tax implications of each
ownership option. 10 a.m.-noon
Saturday, Hennepin County
Central Library, 300 Nicollet Mall,
Minneapolis. Registration
required. 612-630-6000.

Small Business Start-up
Guidelines. Presented in
partnership with SCORE. 10:30
a.m.-noon Saturday and Feb. 13,
Central Library, 300 Nicollet Mall,
Minneapolis. Registration
required. 612-630-6000.

Online Job Search for Spanish-
speaking Adults. Noon-2 p.m.
Saturday and Jan. 23, Feb. 6 and
Feb. 20, Hosmer Library, 347 E.
36th St., Minneapolis. 952-847-
2900.

Traps and Pitfalls in Intellectual
Property. A LegalCorps patent
attorney will explain how
inventors and entrepreneurs can
use patents, trademarks, etc., to
protect their legal rights. 1-4 p.m.
Saturday, Hennepin County
Central Library, 300 Nicollet Mall,
Minneapolis. Registration
required. 612-630-6000.

Veterans’ Job Club. 9-11:30 a.m.,
Jan. 11, St. Paul WorkForce
Center, 540 N. Fairview Ave., 

St. Paul. 651-642-0363.

Jobs in Transition Monday
Morning Coffee Break.
Interviewing Skills. 10-11 a.m.,
Jan. 11, Quality Career Services,
2515 Wabash Ave., St. Paul. Free.
qualitycareerservices.org.

Introduction to Microsoft Word
1. Registration is required. 11
a.m.-1 p.m., Jan. 11, Hennepin
County Southdale Library, 7001
York Ave. S., Edina.

Business Training Orientation.
Learn to start and finance a
business before investing time
and money. 6-7 p.m., Jan. 11,
Rondo Community Library, 461
Dale St., St. Paul. To register, call
651-379-8113.

SOAR4Jobs. Fr. Phil Rask
presents “Networking —
Spirituality of Work.” 7 p.m., Jan.
11, St. Odilia Catholic Community,
3495 Victoria St., Shoreview.
Soar4jobs.org.

E-MAIL ITEMS by Monday, two
weeks before publication, to
businessnews@pioneerpress.com.
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ices in the holiday season than
a year earlier.

But those real economy
improvements exercised far
less influence on the public
mood than the Dow’s increase
from less than 7,000 in early
March to well over 10,000 in
late fall. Stock prices are only
weakly connected to the real
economy in any case and are
likely to be particularly treach-

erous in uncertain times like
these.

Second, distinguish between
primary and secondary prob-
lems. Two years ago, subprime
mortgages were the most visi-
ble manifestation of economic
problems. Some still see them
as the core of our economic
ills. But underlying issues —
ongoing federal budget
deficits, the too-rapid growth
of the money supply, poorly
conceived financial-sector reg-
ulation and unbalanced,
unsustainable economic flows
between our nation and the
rest of the world — are far
more important. As 2010
unfolds, pay more attention to
these fundamental problems

than to their superficial mani-
festations. 

Yes, it will be good if rates of
home foreclosure drop. It will
be good if fewer banks go
broke. It will be good if an over-
hanging cornice of dud com-
mercial property loans doesn’t
suddenly turn into a financial
avalanche. It will be good if the
government recovers substan-
tial fractions of the funds
plowed into financial institu-
tions via Fed emergency meas-
ures or the TARP program. It
will be good if inflation and
interest rates remain moder-
ate.

But if we don’t have effective
financial-sector reform based
on real-world realities rather

than abstract faith, if we don’t
near some consensus on the
mix of spending cuts and tax
increases needed to close
unsustainable budget deficits
over the long run, if the Fed
does not demonstrate it really
can withdraw the unprece-
dented injections of base
money made over the past 30
months and if there is no
movement toward a new inter-
national financial regime, par-
ticularly between the United
States and East Asia, then pos-
itive trends in the domestic
financial indicators noted
above will count for little. 

I’m not optimistic about 2010,
precisely because the outlook
does not seem particularly

good for movement on any of
the four fundamental prob-
lems — the budget deficit,
financial regulation reform,
money supply or international
finance — in a foreseeable
future that extends beyond
2010.

Pundits invoke various let-
ters or symbols, V, W, L or the
square-root sign to describe
possible courses for the U.S.
economy. To throw in my two
cents, I think a V recovery of
the kind common after many
garden-variety post-World
War II recession is not likely. A
W-shaped double dip as in the
early 1980s is possible. 

What I fear, but expect most,
is an L-shaped pattern like that

of Japan after its real estate
and stock-price bubble popped
in 1989. Japan staved off a
financial collapse and depres-
sion, as we did in 2008. But it
did not address its fundamen-
tal problems and, flip-flopping
on monetary and fiscal poli-
cies, had a decade of essential-
ly zero growth. Many U.S.
economists sneered at Japan
and vowed we would never
make similar errors, but so far,
things are eerily similar.

As my mother frequently
said, “Hope for the best and
expect the worst.”   

St. Paul economist and writer
Edward Lotterman can be reached
at elotterman@pioneerpress.com.
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pen: The Twin Cities did not
become Silicon Valley. William
Norris, famed for leading Con-
trol Data, was a founder of
ERA. Before his death in 2006,
he lamented the paths not
taken in the late 1940s and
early 1950s.

“We had enormous technolo-
gy, and we were much more
advanced than any other com-
pany,” Norris told an inter-
viewer in 1980. “IBM at that
time was still a small outfit and
didn’t have the advanced
knowledge that we had at
ERA. It was the chance of a
lifetime, and we missed it.”

Today, it’s Silicon Valley, not
St. Paul, that’s heralded for dig-
ital innovation. Yet, ERA’s lega-
cy is still visible here. Min-
nesota remains an industry
leader in the sector ERA pio-
neered six decades ago: engi-
neering powerful computer
machinery that is rugged and
durable and doing vital —
often secret — work for gov-
ernment and the military.
Thousands of Minnesotans
still do that work daily.

And it all started here,
thanks to one incredible stroke
of good fortune.

THE CODE BREAKERS

As World War II was nearing
an end in 1945, the U.S. Navy
had a new worry.

During the war, the Navy had
assembled in Washington,

D.C., an elite group of engi-
neers, mathematicians, physi-
cists and cryptologists. Their
job: to crack the enemy’s
secret codes, which required
creating the world’s most
sophisticated analytical
machines. That elite group
succeeded in spectacular fash-
ion. But once the war ended,
the Navy feared all that brain-
power would scatter, and the
Navy would lose its technolog-
ical edge.

One of those key code break-
ers was Bill Norris, a Navy
lieutenant.

“The Navy could never have
broken the codes without this
group of people,” Norris told
the Babbage Institute decades
later. “And it represented an
enormous reservoir of knowl-
edge that had been built up
during the war.”

Norris and a colleague pro-
posed an unusual solution:
After the war ended, why not
preserve the group in a private
company, where they could
continue top-secret work, but
on a contract basis? The Navy
brass liked the idea.

But corporate America did
not. The concept was pitched
to major corporations, one
after another, and each one
rejected it, eager to resume
civilian work instead. Finally,
the code breakers pitched the
plan to John Parker, a Wash-
ington investment banker who
had run a factory in St. Paul

that made wooden gliders dur-
ing the war and was searching
for a postwar enterprise.

Parker met with Adm.
Chester Nimitz, former com-
mander of the Pacific Fleet.
Decades later, in an interview
with the Babbage Institute,
Parker told what happened.

“All Admiral Nimitz said to
me, as he tapped me on the
chest, was, ‘I’ve looked into
your background, and there’s a
job that I would like to have
you do.’ And he said, ‘It may be
more important in peacetime
than it is in wartime.’ And I
said, ‘Aye-aye, sir.’ I had no idea
what I was going to do.”

With Parker’s financial sup-
port, the core group of code
breakers and engineers was
kept intact. The new private
company was launched in Jan-
uary 1946. Then, one by one, 40
world-class scientists moved
from Washington to St. Paul.

1902 MINNEHAHA AVE.

Even in 1946, the old glider
factory was no showplace.
Cavernous and poorly insulat-
ed, the government-owned fac-
tory was freezing in winter-
time, sweltering in summer
and a haven for birds.

“We had to come in and
sweep off our desks in the
morning, because the birds left
their calling cards,” Weiden-
bach recalled.

From those Spartan begin-
nings, the world’s computer
industry began to sprout.

The engineers and mathe-
maticians arriving in St. Paul
were a young group, most of
them in their 20s and early 30s.

They got an unusual incentive:
shares of ERA’s closely held
stock. They joined a core of
Minnesota workers who’d
built 1,500 wooden gliders dur-
ing the war, as well as Navy
personnel, who provided over-
sight and security. Quickly, the
Navy began to issue top-secret
contracts.

“It was a felony to disclose at
the time, back there, that you
were in this business of code-
breaking … and the develop-
ment of the computer business
for doing this code work,”
Parker said decades later.

It wasn’t until 1977 that the
government’s National Securi-
ty Agency publicly revealed
ERA’s pioneering work in the
computer age and its “excel-
lent record of delivering equip-
ment that ‘worked.’ ”

THE PIONEERS 

“It was the most unique place
I’d ever worked in my life in
that there were innovative
people all around you,” said
Jack Ross, a mechanical engi-
neer. “There wasn’t any prob-
lem you could come up with
that someone in that group
couldn’t solve.”

In interviews, ERA veterans
always mention that constella-
tion of brilliant people. Paul
Nikolai was a graduate stu-
dent in mathematics in the
1950s, working with an
astronomer, a plant patholo-
gist and electrical engineers.

“You just learned all kinds of
stuff from these people,” Niko-
lai said. “They had different
experiences, and they shared
them with you. It was very

uplifting.”
The secret work was com-

partmentalized. People
assigned to classified projects
worked in tight-knit teams;
those outside that circle knew
nothing about them.

Natural tensions between
the collaboration-minded sci-
entists and the secrecy-mind-
ed Navy seem to have been
largely kept in check. But occa-
sionally, the camps needled
each other.

One Navy officer liked to rig
up a long pole “to see if he
could snatch a drawing off the
desks and pull it through the
window,” Navy Captain
Edward Svendsen told the
Babbage Institute. “And he
succeeded a couple of times.”

On the other hand, Ross
recalled, “We used to have
badges that were round, about
the size of a milk-bottle cap.
One of the guys took a milk-
bottle cap and drew on it, and
showed it at the security gate.
He got in a few times.”

FERTILE GROUND 

Although ERA came to 
St. Paul almost by accident, it
was a seed that fell on fertile
ground. 

Local institutions aided its
success, including 3M and the
First National Bank of St. Paul.
And the U provided a pipeline
of talent — including Seymour
Cray, later heralded as the
father of the supercomputer.

Said Misa, “The story is that
the whole electrical engineer-
ing class in 1950 and 1951 went
to work for ERA, and that
includes Cray … who would be

on everybody’s list of the five
most important computer
designers, ever.”

Although it functioned as a
high-level job shop for Naval
intelligence, ERA also hoped
to develop profitable business-
es on the outside.

So its engineers teamed with
Great Northern Railway on
weighing iron-ore cars; with
airlines on early reservations
systems; even with Pearson’s
Candy Co. on how to make its
complicated Seven-Up candy
bar.

“Nobody knew at that time
which of these things would
turn into some solid line of
products and services,” said
engineer Arnold Cohen in a
Babbage Institute interview.

ERA’s fame, however, would
not come from candy bars.

THE BREAKTHROUGH

Back when punch cards and
paper tape were the cutting
edge of data storage, ERA
introduced a digital storage
system that was revolutionary
in every sense.

In 1948, ERA invented a mag-
netic storage system using a
high-speed rotating drum,
which allowed digital data to
be entered, saved, searched
and altered. The top-secret
device was code-named Gold-
berg.

“It’s no different than the
standard hard drive that’s in
your computer, a hard drive
that spins,” Misa said. “There
are a zillion neat engineering
tricks between the Goldberg

CONTINUED FROM 1D
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scheme and today, but it’s the
same principle — to store data
in the binary, the zeroes and
ones.”

Weidenbach, a hardware
engineer now retired in Eagan,
designed circuits for both
Goldberg and a related top-
secret machine, Demon.

“It used all vacuum tubes,
like the old radio sets,” he
remembers. “These machines
got huge. We probably used
between 5,000 and 10,000 vacu-
um tubes in one machine, and
it generated a lot of heat.
There were a lot of problems in
cooling the machines down.”

In top-secret circles, ERA’s
drum storage was a sensation.
But Demon soon revealed a
chink in its armor. It was engi-
neered for a single job: to
break a particular Soviet code.
When the Soviets changed the
code, Demon became useless. 

Said Misa, “It was just out of
that moment … that the ERA
people clearly got the picture
that what they wanted to build,
and would be more useful,
would be a programmable
machine.”

A TRUE COMPUTER
FIRST?

The question of who built the
first computer is controversial.
Huge patent wars have been
fought over the claim, and
even today, clear answers are
hard to come by. 

The ENIAC, completed in
Philadelphia in 1946 by J. Pres-
per Eckert and John Mauchly,
often is recognized as the first.
It’s now in the Smithsonian
Institution. But some ERA vet-
erans believe St. Paul was the
birthplace of the first general-
purpose computer, code-
named Atlas. 

Misa won’t go that far. 
“It goes back to the really dif-

ficult question of who invented
the first computer,” he said.
“There are about a dozen
claimants of that, and Atlas is
really one of those claimants.”

ERA delivered the Atlas com-
puter in 1950, when ENIAC
and other early computing
machines were already on the
scene. At the time, Atlas was-
n’t even called a computer, and
it absolutely wasn’t public.
What Atlas did have was
instructions stored on the
machine with the ability to
change them.

“That was really the first
true, general-purpose ma-
chine,” Weidenbach said. “You
could change the machine to
do many problems — just
write new software for it.”

The earlier computational
machines were marvels, but to
Misa, they did the work of elab-
orate adding machines. 

What stored-program tech-
nology did, Misa said, was
transform the computer from
a calculator into a machine
with countless applications.
That opened a future where
computers would, eventually,
operate everything from cell
phones to dishwashers.

Atlas “transforms a compu-

tational machine into a
machine that can do condition-
al tests,” Misa said. “And if you
can do any kind of if/then state-
ments, you have a machine in
principle that can do any kind
of calculation and solve a huge
range of problems.”

As in playing chess: If your
opponent moves a pawn, then
you move a bishop.

A STUMBLE, A SALE, 
A REVIVAL 

If Atlas showcased ERA’s tal-
ents, its shortcomings soon
became clear.

The Navy eventually gave
ERA clearance to sell a less-
powerful version of Atlas —
renamed the ERA 1101 — in
the commercial market. But
the company failed to sell a sin-
gle machine, in part because
business customers couldn’t
see the point. If ERA’s technol-
ogy was world-class, its mar-
keting, sales and customer
service were not.

Within a year, ERA President
John Parker sold the company
for $1.7 million (about $14 mil-
lion today) to Remington-
Rand, based in Connecticut. By
then, ERA had grown to 850
employees, most in St. Paul.

On paper, the deal held prom-
ise. ERA would become part of
a better-heeled enterprise.
Plus, Remington-Rand owned
the world’s other leading com-
puter company, formed by
ENIAC’s creators, Eckert and
Mauchly.

It might have produced a
golden age. Instead, the two
camps became bitter rivals. 

Despite the friction, the ERA
Division developed success
after success, including in non-
classified work: a break-
through commercial computer
(the 1103), an air-traffic control
system, a profitable antenna
coupler device and more.
Gradually, the ERA name was
phased out in favor of UNI-
VAC, which stood for Univer-
sal Automatic Computer.

In 1955, Remington Rand
merged with Sperry to form
Sperry-Rand. Impressed by
the profits and products com-
ing from St. Paul, Sperry-Rand
pulled together its UNIVAC
computer operations under
Norris’ leadership.

A COLOSSUS, THEN 
A COLLAPSE

The first of the sprawling
computer plants arose in 
St. Paul, then Roseville, Eagan,
Bloomington and elsewhere.
By 1957, Norris left UNIVAC to
lead the upstart Control Data
Corp., fueling even more com-
puter industry growth in the
Twin Cities.

Like Control Data’s, ERA’s
pattern of spinoffs is among its
greatest legacies, and it was
aided by that now-lucrative
stock granted to early ERA
engineers.

“It created a network of peo-
ple that had the technical
savvy — but also the financial
means — to become business

people, entrepreneurs, them-
selves,” Misa said. “So it’s not
the one company; it’s the net-
work of companies.”

Jerry Williams illustrates
how innovation multiplied. An
electrical engineer, he joined
ERA in 1951 and stayed until
1958. 

“That was when Control
Data was just getting started,
and I was one of the early
stockholders there and invited
to buy stock by Bill Norris,”
Williams said. “Then I left and
started a different company,
called Transistor Electronics.”

He later returned to Control
Data before founding another
company called Williams
Sound. Today, the Eden Prairie
firm is the largest supplier of
wireless systems for the hard-
of-hearing and has 75 employ-
ees.

For three decades, the Min-
nesota economy was lifted to
impressive heights by the
sprawling network of comput-
er-related companies and their
spinoffs. UNIVAC once had
13,000 employees here; Control
Data once employed 15,000.

“One of the two world-lead-
ing centers of computers in the
1950s, ’60s and ’70s was here,”
Misa notes. 

Then, beginning in the mid-
1980s, everything turned.
Giant mainframes were out;
personal computers and then
the Internet were in. Manufac-
turing moved overseas. Inte-
grated circuits and cheap stor-
age ended the heyday of engi-
neering teams and mainframe
companies. Even the Cold War
ended.

One by one, Minnesota’s
computer giants imploded,
helped along by disastrous
management decisions.

A LEGACY CONTINUES

Today, Minnesota’s comput-
er industry is much smaller
and harder to see. But it’s still
around.

Though Control Data has
vanished, Seagate Technology
has assumed its hard-drive
business. Said Misa, “The tech-
nology of magnetic storage is
something you can draw a line
from the ERA company to Con-
trol Data to Seagate.”

UNIVAC became Unisys and
sold its defense unit. Today,
the defense work continues as
Lockheed Martin Tactical Sys-
tems, with 1,400 employees in
Eagan.

“Engineers in this facility are
designing the world’s smallest
(ruggedized) supercomputer.
That’s going into the Joint

Strike Fighter,” said John
Nikolai, director of electronic
products and logistics. “It has
more processing than several
Cray computers, and it’s the
size of a breadbox.”

Lockheed Martin and Unisys
engineers and retirees have
been active in telling the ERA
story, now that its secrets can
be revealed.

For Minnesota’s 150th birth-
day in 2008, a panel compiled a
list of 150 “people, places and

things that shaped our state.”
ERA didn’t make the list,
prompting retiree Harvey
Taipale to call the commission.

“We said, ‘Hey, you forgot
Engineering Research Associ-
ates.’ And they said, ‘Who are
they?’ ”

That led to a fruitful
exchange, leading to an ERA
exhibit at the state Capitol,
another at the State Fair. Now
at the Minnesota History Cen-
ter, ERA’s prototype drum

memory — history’s first mag-
netic memory drive — is on
display in the Minnesota’s
Greatest Generation exhibit.

In the end, it didn’t lead to
Minnesota becoming Silicon
Valley. But from that first
drafty factory in St. Paul, ERA
spawned a rich legacy of inno-
vation and jobs and wealth.
And to a degree, it still does.

Tom Webb can be reached at 
651-228-5428.
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An industry’s roots
Engineering Research 
Associates was first located in 
a glider factory at the corner of 
Prior and Minnehaha avenues 
in St. Paul's Midway area.
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Workers at UNIVAC’S Roseville plant hand-wire computer components in 1967. 

COURTESY: LOCKHEED MARTIN

Employees assemble antenna couplers, one of ERA’s most profitable products, at the plant in
St. Paul in the 1950s. 

Open for Business > Beautiful Ama LLC
Owner: Sarah Sawyer

Type of business: Traditional
Chinese Medicine clinic

Number of employees: One

Location: 710 Ohio St., St. Paul

Contact Information:
beautifulama.com; 651-769-7641;
sarah@beautifulama.com

Tell us what your business does.
We use acupuncture, herbal
medicine and food therapy to
balance the body and emotions
naturally. We specialize in treating
pain like headaches, back pain, joint
pain, sports injury and carpal tunnel,
as well as emotional issues like
stress, depression, anxiety and
insomnia. Our holistic weight-loss
program addresses such issues as
obesity, fatigue, bloating, nausea,
constipation and diarrhea.

Why are you launching it now?
I completed my Masters of Science
degree in acupuncture and Oriental
medicine this year and received my
license from the Minnesota Board of
Medical Practice.

Where did you get the idea for
your business? When I was
traveling in a remote village in Nepal
in 2002, I acquired a serious skin
infection. There were no physicians,
antibiotics or Western medical care
available for my month-long visit as
a volunteer English teacher. My

family there used their own
traditional herbal medicine on me.
When I returned to the U.S., I
learned their treatments had saved
my life. I immediately started
studying herbal medicine
independently. My formal education
began in 2004. My business name
honors the mother of my family in
Nepal. Ama means mother in the
Nepali language.

How did you develop your
business plan? My undergraduate
degree is in mechanical engineering,

but I wasn’t happy in a typical
corporate environment. When I had
a photography business, I loved the
flexibility of working at home. I
realized that my dream to heal
people could be fulfilled through
acupuncture and Chinese medicine; I
knew I needed to open my own
clinic. It took me six years to finish
my intense training. When I bought
my house in a West Side
neighborhood, I set up my clinic
there.

How are you financing your
business? I have financed my
business through personal savings
and meticulous financial planning.

How do you see current economic
conditions affecting your
business? The economy forces
people to consider their priorities.
When a person is struggling with
physical or emotional health, they
just want to get better. If current
treatment isn’t helping, they try
something different. What most
people are amazed to find is that
acupuncture doesn’t just heal their
physical ailments; it makes them
feel relaxed and happy.

What makes your business
unique? While I can treat a wide
variety of conditions, I specialize in
treating pain, emotional disorders
and helping people lose weight. I
have developed my own approach to

calming the emotions through
acupuncture to affect the other
conditions the body is struggling
with.

What was the biggest obstacle
you had to overcome? It has been
the financial burden of financing a
new business as a single woman. I
worked full-time throughout school
while attending night classes. This
grueling schedule was the sacrifice I
had to make to be able to finance
my business and support myself. I
maintain a positive attitude by

remembering why I’m doing all of
this — to help the people in my
community.

What will tell you the business is
successful? I have great joy that I
can help people move toward
healing so they can be the beautiful
person they already knew they could
be. As my patients are healed, I am
also healed.

Interested in taking part in Open for Busi-
ness?  If your business is less than one
year old, e-mail us at businessnews
@pioneerpress.com.

PHOTO: SARAH SAWYER

Beautiful Ama uses acupuncture for treating a variety of health problems. 

PHOTO BY SENIA TUOMINEN. 

Business owner Sarah Sawyer has
opened a Traditional Chinese Medi-
cine clinic in St. Paul. 
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